Increasing the Impact of Dartmouth’s Scholarship and Research: Open Repository of Dartmouth Scholarship

Digital Institutional Repository
For Organization and Hosting of Scholarly Materials
Supports
Annual Faculty Reports, Publication Lists, Faculty Open Access Policy, and more

Faculty Open Access Policy
For Broader Reach of Faculty Research
Key Points
Faculty Grant Dartmouth a Prior License for Scholarly Articles
Opt Out and Embargoes as Needed for Individual Articles

Administration and Faculty develop implementation plan and scope of repository

Dartmouth Faculty vote on approving the Faculty OA Policy

Institutional Repository: Examples of Material Types

- Full text and links to Conference papers
- Materials from campus events
- Digital arts projects
- Scholarly articles specified by the Faculty OA Policy
- Links to Dartmouth published literature
- Full text of dissertations and theses
- Full text of student papers
- Links to scholarly websites using digitized materials
- Full text of dissertations and theses